Gnosis Page: The
Truth!
The conventional news media, and the Corporate Godfathers
who pimp them, are clearly the biggest threat to the American
People, but the people behave like uneducated and hypnotized
sheep. They don't know, and don't want to know, either. They
get angry when people like myself speak the truth, denouncing
us as lunatics, and our message as a lie. We human apes have
"dreams" and its adjunct, "beliefs" about how we want things to
be. All Professionals know there is no God, heaven, hell, devil,
Jesus, and all that, but need to play along with the hypnotized
sheep who have been brainwashed to believe and obey. All
Professionals belong to the Mafia, a group of thousands of
organizations that place their blood and semen into the food of
everyone, in order to maintain hypnosis and control, plus make
lots of money off the poor suckers that they hypnotized. This
has gone on for at least 10 thousand years, and continues
today. Page A-1
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Article in the San Diego Homeless News:
For thousands of years "commoners" were controlled by a form
of hypnosis called Gnosis, secretly adding the blood and semen
of the wealthy to the food of everyone. This continues to this
day, except that slowly more and more people know how it
works. It is a method of control to keep the public hypnotized,
obedient, and compliant.
Eating the DNA of another person causes your "love" to flow to
them, too, unknown to you, making them feel great. It also
causes you to hypnotically believe them, even when they are
telling you a lie. You become vulnerable to whatever they
suggest you do, too. In all, a good method of control used for
tens of thousands of years.
Unfortunately, the Gnosis process also results in genetic-related
diseases, such as ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder) and even
Autism. Eating DNA results in reduced sex drive, difficulty
concentrating, lower self-esteem, memory problems, attention
span problems, difficulties with interpersonal relationships, fewer
dreams and of lesser quality, motiviational difficulties, increased
gullibility, unfounded trust, difficulties telling lies from truth,
addiction to religion or the bible, and often causes other
problems such as mental illness, drug abuse, alcoholism, or
suicide.
There is no way to avoid this, because all bottled, canned,
boxed, or packaged food contains it. You can minimalize
damage to your brain by avoiding Holy Communion, which
contains a lot of DNA. Churches also use community meals for

the poor as a way to distribute blood and semen in foods. Some
church meals are intentionally not listed on Meals Page,
NZ9F.com/B for exactly that reason.

Introduction:
This article is about a biological process (medical term
"Spirituality") that is used in the religion business. Basic to
mating, love, finding a spouse, learning, and hypnosis, Gnosis
(Tantrism) is the fundamental unit of control of society. Since the
knowlege of it is secret, and secret knowledge can only stay
secret via the use of secret underground organizations, Gnosis
is protected by these religious organizations, commonly referred
to as the "Mafias". Every religion has one or more of these,
which permit enforcement of policies regarding secrecy,
punishing those who offend.
Unfortunately, the Mafias need to have an underground
intelligence network and that can be used for bad things, too,
such as selling dope, having people murdered, laundering
money, and much more. What if such an organization were to
set people up, sending them to prison for crimes they did not
commit? Obviously, the Mafias have an unlimited potential to
generate revenue. They bankrupted the F.S.L.I.C. (Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation) for example.
Currently the religious Mafias own or control over 90% of all
money.

The Word Gnosis:
Ancient Greek for "The Secret Knowledge of God" and Modern
Greek for "Knowledge", the word Gnosis has many definitions. It
refers to a philosophy of Ancient Greece, and the Gnostic Sects,
cults, religions, and groups formed from that philosophy. It also
refers to the Gnostic Christians, a group that started around
1,000 BC in Judea, and featured a Buddhist sect within
Judaism. This group wrote the Nag Hammadi Library and later
gave birth to Jesus of Nazareth. Gnosis is also used, however,

to indicate any secret knowledge, such as in witchcraft, tantra,
tantrism, UFO alien secrets, hypnosis, the occult, and similar.
The use of the word here is the medical process known as
Spirituality which religions use to hypnotize, teach, and even
brainwash. It involves True Vampirism, feeding your own blood
or semen to others. This secret, plus the knowledge that UFO
aliens are real and the "angels" of the bible is referred to as
"The Religious Secrets". Someone who knows these secrets is
a Gnostic, and the secrets themselves are Gnosis.
Gnosis is the ONLY place that love comes from, and includes
those processes by which human love is made, transferred,
used to hypnotize or "compel", used to seduce, and more. The
same process transfers knowlege from one generation to
another, your DNA containing a lot of the knowledge of your
ancestors, and swallowing that makes it go into the brain of any
grandchild you have, before that child is even born. It is an
interesting process, but one that all mammals have.
None of this has anything to do with God, religion, spirituality
(religious term), bible, demons, spirits, or anything like that. Pure
biology, scientific. Most people are not stupid, per se, but merely
hypnotized by a process called gnosis, short for hyper-gnosis
(hypnosis). Having to deal with simple, stupid, uneducated
country folk for tens of thousands of years, the rulers and their
religious ministers decided that the best way to control people
was hypnosis. That did not always work, so there were also
prisons for those who failed to comply.
Keeping people obedient, and thus out of prison, was important
for the Ruling Class, so they ordered their religious ministers to
invent the concepts of Heaven, Hell, Satan, and Jesus. Basic
"good versus evil" fairy tale. Ministers complied, and although
no minister believes in these concepts, because they know the
truth, they created millions of letters, writings, books, articles,
sermons, and even songs and videos to preach the concept.
Every minister knows that reincarnation is the truth, and heaven
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and all ministers belong to secret organizations which deal with
those secrets. Because these secret religious organizations are
in a position of power, and unknown to ordinary people, we
sometimes refer to them as the "Mafias".

is used to deliver the news on TV, hold a rally for a politician,
even establish a mood at a wedding, funeral, or in a courtroom.
Hypnosis, or hyper-gnosis, is the primary key to contol of other
people.

The original M.A.F.I.A., Mason American Federal Intelligence
Agency, established by President Washington in 1776, used the
symbol of a pyramid with an all-seeing eye above it. This symbol
is found on the dollar bill. The Mason secret number is 13, the
true number of months (full moons) in a year, and is the source
of the superstition behind the number 13 being unlucky. If you
know that it is lucky, not unlucky, you may be gnostic, or a
Mason.

We have all seen hypnosis demonstrations on television. The
subject does what the hypnotist wants them to do. What you did
not see is that before the broadcast the hypnotist gave the
subject a snack or beverage containing his blood or semen,
secretly. That is how hyp-gnosis (hypnosis) works, Gnosis for
short. Very basic to the control of average people.

To this day, the Protestant Mason M.A.F.I.A. runs the
government, along with the Catholic, Jewish, and even Moslem
Mafias. This is because we claim to be a nation of religious
freedom. Each Mafia has its own turf, which I will cover later. I
give excellent descriptions of the reality.

Having a lot of your DNA in others, and then catching their
attention, such as in a liturgy, courtroom, or performance,
causes their love to flow to you. Whatever you pay attention to is
where your love goes, thru your eyes. For a minister, this can
actually get them "high" by having a huge amount of the love of
the people. At short distances, love is transmitted by the chest,
and long distances by the eyes. Many ministers are addicted to
this love high, same as if it were a narcotic.

Basic to controlling people, so you can have them work for you,
make money for you, give you their love without knowing it, and
obey you, there are the professions. Law, medicine,
broadcasting, other media, police, military, professors, and the
clergy all play a role in control, and I refer to these professionals
as the "Controlling Class". They are not necessarily wealthy, like
the Ruling Class, but have all of the political power of the Mafias
they work for.
The Ruling Class pays for its power in money, while the
Controlling Class pays with its work. It is, in essence, sweat
equity. Many in the Controlling Class receive no money at all,
but immense political power, and a huge amount of love, or
"grace". Grace, which is love, is controlled by the religious
ministers of the Controlling Class, and is basic to the control
process.
Control begins with religion. Hypnosis is used to teach children
right from wrong in school. It is also used to preach in church. It

.

.
Food symbol for "Way too Kosher" - - Ernie likes to get
"High on Jesus"...
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Kosher Meat has secretly-secreted genital sauce (menstrual
blood). All dairy products contain semen from a rabbi, too. Food
that is Al-Halal for Islam (Moslems) is the same way. All
religions use similar processes. All packaged, bottled,
canned, processed, and fresh foods contain blood &
semen. This is true in all nations of the world, for
thousands of years.

Gnosis, symbolized by the Eye in the Sky, atop
the pyramid on the dollar bill. It indicates the use of witchcraft, or
the occult, in the formation and control of the United States. If
you understand the system you can play it, otherwise IT plays
YOU. Here is the way the mafia corruption works:

Gnosis (or "Jesus") is the buzz-word
for placing human blood, semen, menstrual blood, or other
human DNA into the food of other people. This allows you to
control them, hypnotize them, teach them, brainwash them,
socialize them, preach to them, be believed by them even
though you are lying, and way more. It also forces their love,
biologically, to flow to you, whether they like it or not, and you
can accumulate love in order to give it to people in return for
their favors. It allows your Genetic Memory (instinct or talent) to
surface and help you to achieve your goals using these talents.
Gnostics do not believe in God, but take jobs as ministers to
help you believe, and to help brainwash you into obedience.

Being a Gnostic (True Vampire) you do "compel" people via
hypnosis, and via love, keeping most people stupid and
obedient.
As has been previously stated, the people consuming the blood
and semen do not fare well. Unfortunately, the religious and
societal Gnosis process also results in their getting geneticrelated diseases, such as ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder) and
even Autism. Eating DNA results in reduced sex drive, difficulty
concentrating, lower self-esteem, memory problems, attention
span problems, difficulties with interpersonal relationships, fewer
dreams and of lesser quality, motiviational difficulties, increased
gullibility, unfounded trust, difficulties telling lies from truth,
addiction to religion or the bible, and often causes other
problems such as mental illness, drug abuse, alcoholism, or
suicide. Hypnotized people are everywhere, and so are the
vampires.

Real

Vampires

do not suck out your

blood. They feed you their blood secretly in your food, and
suck out your love! You get to have great sex, seduce people
via having a huge amount of love, comfort the bereaved, forgive
sins, and even treat pain. All doctors are Gnostics. Page A-4

A vampire's minions or groupies are called charismatics. They
lust for the hugs and love given off to them, allowing them to
share in the happiness, euphoria, dominion, control, hypnosis,
and sometimes even give off that love to others, having
charismatics of their own. Many charismatics do not even know
why they are attracted to and enslaved by the gnostics
(vampires). Of all people, these, the charismatics, are the most
manipulated, compelled, and controlled.
The word Gnosis (silent G) means knowledge in Greek, and
refers to
1.
2.
3.
4.

The knowledge of God.
The secret knowlege of God.
Electronic secret knowlege involving the love radio wave.
Other processes, including those related only to otherplanet life forms.

This is one reason that we do not speak about the UFO aliens,
preferring to call those who do lunatics. At one time in history,
anyone who spoke or wrote about any of this was punished by
being called crazy and placed into a mental institution forever,
where they were given drugs to actually make them crazy.
To be a gnostic, and to be in the mafia, and to be a vampire is
all the same thing. Gnostics know that 80% to 90% of all the
people in our jails and prisons never committed any crime,
having been intentionally targeted by the mob to be unjustly
convicted. They have to deny knowing that plus call you crazy if
you talk about it. Those working as lawyers need to lie a lot
about that. Those in the news media have to lie about a lot of
things. Society and wealthy people make money on people
being kept stupid, and newspapers and television help to do
exactly that. Keep the attention of people channeled into things
that do not matter, like sports, entertainment, games, and talk
shows that are sermons in disguise.

Stop thinking and start reading the bible, dammit!

Gnostics know that secret organizations control all of society
and cooperate to publish lies in the newspapers, on TV, on the
web, and elsewhere. Anything that has been "proven" to be
"the truth" is a lie put there by them, including all evidence
entered into a courtroom! All packaged, bottled, and canned
food contains their blood and semen to help control people. A
gnostic knows that the medical profession routinely kills people
who get in the way, using hospitals. They also use the legal
profession to have people convicted of things that they did not
do and that everyone except the jury knows they are innocent
of. These techniques help to keep society "under control".
A gnostic knows that all employment and housing are
controlled by the Godfather, who decides who gets hired or
gets the apartment. And they know that any money earned
including winning the lottery gets taken away by the Mob, unless
authorized by the Godfather. The legal system and lawsuits are
often used.
A gnostic knows that politicians, lawyers, editors, and other
professionals are professional liars. They are skilled at doing
what the Mob wants them to do, and the government itself is
based upon that corruption. Those who expose corruption get
onto the Do Not Employ list, or even worse the Do Not House
list of the Mason Mob. They will never, ever, get a job or a place
to live again! They will also be targeted to go to prison without
having committed a crime, as a skapegoat, or they will be
targeted to develop health complications such as losing an arm
or acquiring an incurable disease in a hospital. NONE of this is
chance.
Before the era of President Nixon, much of this was done by the
FBI, CIA, and several more-secret government organizations,
and J. Edgar Hoover was the first real government mafia
boss. Under Nixon, the courts ruled that the US cannot conduct
covert operations against its own citizens, so Nixon established
the Watergate Plumbers, who killed JFK, RFK, MLK, and finally
got caught at Watergate. The Pardon Arrangement to avoid a
Page A-5 trial for Nixon was so that none of this would

come out. The Masons, also called the Freemasons, continue
this legacy today. So, are you Gnostic?
The gnostic number is 13, the real number of months (full
moons) per year, and it refers to knowing about menstruation
and what happens when menstrual blood is consumed. All of
the Vampire fiction stories seek to cause confusion about all
this, the truth being that a vampire feeds their blood to others,
not drinking the blood of other people. Most vampires run
churches. A few run restaurants or food processing plants.
Many gnostics become very sensitive to bright light, leading to
vampire stories about the Undead not tolerating light well. Most
wear sunglasses, but not everybody is bothered by the light.
Holy Communion is dried semen on a cracker, or menstrual
blood added to wine, water, or grape juice, period. No pun
intended. People learn how it works in a seminary, root word
semen. Religious prostitution, paying for sex with a nun or holy
woman (any woman who has a lot of her menstrual blood in the
food supply) goes back to the beginnings of religion. So does
abortion, removal of any unwanted babies.
Most gnostics are aware that almost all elections, be that for
union president or US president, are a fraud controlled by them.
Votes usually do not even get counted, the Ancient Greeks
coming up with the idea of voting ("Democracy") to give
commoners the idea that they had some degree of control over
government. Nobody ever has. It is also a secret that religious
ministers do not believe in God. They are the vampire
leaders.
Welcome to the UnDead. Mess up and your body will be run
down the dog food canning line, just like Jimmy Hoffa.
Cooperate, and we can erase any DUI convictions from your
driving record, erase your criminal record, give you university
degrees you didn't earn, and get you a great job that does not
require you to do any work at all. Page A-6

Reincarnation is the truth, but unless you remember your
previous lives (talent) you are doomed to be nothing in this
lifetime. Hence, only vampires (gnostics) can be successful, as
remembering previous lives requires a lot of your DNA to
be swallowed by a lot of others for a long time. It gets
spooky, because you say to a friend, "Remember that night at
the castle in Scotland, where you were the Dutchess and I was
your gardener, having an affair with you?" Not all that rare as
you may imagine. Mostly just the most important memories are
saved between generations.
Swallow too much DNA and you get Attention Deficit Disorder.
Too much over several generations is Autism. You cannot pay
attention because that requires love, and the vampires sucked
all your love out of you.
The exact gnosis process works like this: 98% of your DNA is
memories stored from previous generations. The other 2% is
the blueprint to build your body. Called talent in humans and
instinct in animals, this is Genetic Memory. It avoids having to
re-learn millions of tasks.
Your brain is full of memory when born, the Genetic Memory
acquired from your parents, plus the DNA consumed by your
grandparents. So that knowledge can skip generations, what
you consume of the DNA of others in food gets to be present in
the sex cells (only) of your children, but not in their brains as
memory. When your children have children, however, what you
consumed is present in the memories of your grandchildren. In
males and females alike, the consumed DNA of this process is
stored in the apparatus that produces the sex cells or gametes.
So, two different actions occur there, one first-generation and
the other second-generation. First generation, the DNA you
consumed, programs the sex cell apparatus of your children,
being present only in their X and Y sex chromosomes. This
codes for formation of their testicles or ovaries only. The other
action, second generation, is that the DNA consumed by your
parents, which formed the codes for your testicles or ovaries

before you were born, will go into the brain tissue as memory in
your children when born.
To recap, your parents were fed DNA in their food, that caused
the one pair of your sex cells for producing the sex cells of your
children to contain memories. When your children were born,
they had sex cells that contained a factory for that genetic
memory, but only there, not in their brains. The next generation,
that material is present in the memory of the baby when born.
Your grandchildren are what you eat.
Good reason to outlaw abortion? Maybe, but certainly a good
reason to cut back on world population, first, and THEN outlaw
abortion when our planet is down to a sustainable number of
humans. We are currently at over 100 times the maximum
population that can live on this planet. This is according to all of
the other 149 intelligent life civilizations, unanimously.
It has made us the laughing stock of the universe, the species of
overpopulating "cockroaches" who act like they are insects. We
have insecticide for human insects, and it is called nerve gas.
The Ruling Class wants instead a virus that kills only those that
it authorizes, but no other civilization will allow this. Too Nazi. So
the standoff continues, and the Earth gets more and more
populated, which is its ONLY problem.
We do not really have a shortage of food, just too many people
for the amount of food that we can reasonably grow. No
shortage of land, either, just too many people for the land that is
available to be used. Too many people for the amount of
housing that we have and can reasonably build, too. And, too
many people for the amount of pollution that the planet can
easily erase. All of our problems are just one problem,
overpopulation. Every gnostic knows this, but most make
money on the problem via real estate, inflation, food processing,
etc. More people means more demand for land, housing, food,
and much more. Page A-7

We Ancient Pagans believe that children need to know the
truth about love and sex from a very young age. Otherwise,
they end up hypnotized adults, like most people are, several
marbles short of a full deck. The fact that most people are stupid
does not mean that you or your children should be.
In conclusion, I am sorry to educate you that Santa Claus is
not real. The Easter Bunny is fake, too, along with ghouls,
goblins, Satan, heaven and hell, the Tooth Fairy, and Jesus. I
know, we all need something to believe in, so it is okay to
believe in him, even though it has all been a fake story all
along. Even the part about the reindeer and elves.

The Mafias of the New World
Order (Novus Ordus
Secolorum in Latin) as featured on
the back of a dollar bill
Some US Members of the Bilderberg Group are: Roger C.
Altman, Executive Chairman of Evercore Partners; MarieJosee Kravis, Senior Fellow and Vice Chair of Hudson
Instutute; Jessica T. Mathews, President of Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace; Kleinfeld Klaus,
Chairman and CEO of Alcoa Aluminum; Craig J. Mundie,
Senior Advisor to the CEO of Microsoft Corporation; Peter
A. Thiel, President of Thiel Capital, Kevin Warch, Hoover
Institution of Stanford University, and David Rockefeller.
Their Chief Administrative Group is called The American
Bar Association. For a better explanation, see
www.NZ9F.com/ABA. (Next Chapter.)
The Mafia ranks is members as Knights (Godfathers),
Soldiers such as Judges and Lawyers, Ministers such as
those who wholesale food, Charismatics, who are the

hypnotized assistants, and Sheep, the Public.
analysis exists in the above ABA web link.

A good

Never mind all the hype and web-bullshit about what a
"Mafia" is. In 1776, George Washington ordered the formation
of a top-secret organization to deal with secrets, the Mason
American Federal Intelligence Agency. We were about to go
to war with England, and needed to shore up our loose statebased Mason American Intelligence Agencies, loyal to states
and Great Britain (the Scottish Rite, or Scotland Yard), and
make them a single federal unit. The M.A.F.I.A. enabled us to
form an army out of the state militias. The Southwest was not a
part of the United States, yet, and territorial areas eventually
became operated by Mormon Intelligence, called the Men Of
Black (MOB). Along about World War One, the Italian Cosa
Nostra started calling itself by both of those words, at least in
the American press account. The confusion, to this day, helps
keep things secret.
Source: The Gnostic Brotherhood, listed below. (Motto: "Telling
you the truth, when no one else will do so.") Nowadays, the
words Mafia and Mob are used interchangeably and refer to any
secret organization involved in corruption, especially the Cosa
Nostra, but all of the other groups as well. Only a handful of the
largest are listed: (Not listed: the Lions, Eagles, Oddfellows,
Kiwanis, Elks, Rotary, and more.) Page A-8

.
The Jewish
Mafia, B'nai B'rith, is closely tied to Israeli Intelligence (Kismet)
and the old Soviet Mafia, is also called the Better Business
Bureau, and has a ruling council called the Cabal or the
Rabbinical Council. BBB regulates charities and small
businesses, making sure that good things are said about mob
businesses, and collecting dirt and bad information about
competitors. Money is channeled into those charities that the
Jewish Ruling Council wants it to go to, as well as businesses.
Any business can pay a "tithe" to be a member, and often
money is extorted from members and non-members alike.
I like to point out that 666 and bbb may be the same thing,
because unless you have the Mark of Satan, you will not be
permitted to do business, according to the Book of
Revelations. Do I really believe that? No, I think John the
Devine, who wrote it, was a little bit high at the time. This group
helped destroy the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center
in New York, Sept. 11, 2001, in such a way as to blame it on
Arabs. (see below.)
Control of the news media and broadcasters by the bbb (666) is
legendary. Israeli-Soviet Intelligence has been a valuable tool
for many years. The Jewish Mafia, or Kosher Nostra, is closely
tied to the Russian Mafia, and has nuclear weapons from the
Soviet Union. The Russian Mob Division operates machine
repair businesses in the US, especially heating & air
conditioning.
The Jewish Mafia operates the casinos of Las Vegas, in
conjunction with the Mormon Mob. They own most banks, plus
MasterCard and Visa. They own all of the broadcast television
networks except Protestant Mason Mob NBC and Mormon

Mafia ABC-Disney, and almost all of Hollywood. They own most
radio and television stations. The Jewish Mafia uses Gnosis
(love or the lack of it) to interfere with witness testimony in
courtrooms (groups like Court Watch) and even to interfere with
a Defendant's ability to think and/or advise their attorney
properly at trial. They operate many small businesses,
effectively laundering money, and hold Mob appointments in
many of the professions, notably medicine and law.
They take over entire universities, attempting to have all of the
professors Jewish (or controlled by them) which allows them to
accept only Jewish graduate students. There is a definite
attempt by the Better Business Bureau Mafia to have only Jews
get an education at a university past a bachelor's degree.
Jewish Mob gives certain students the answers to exams, in
advance, and lobbies professors into good grades for mafia
students.
They justify inherited wealth as if it were earned, and make
money from usury and mortgage swindles, such as lending
money to people who do not have ability to pay the loan back.
This results in repossession. Their greed, collectively, led to the
Hoover Depression of the 1930s and the George W. Bush
Depression of the 2000s, as well as leading to the advancement
of Adolph Hitler in Germany, an attempt to stop their complete
takeover of that nation. World War Two and evil horrors
resulted. Currently the Jewish Mafia holds so much money out
of circulation in their bank accounts that the economy is failing.
One Jewish Mob group, the Anti-Defamation League, attempts
to limit or prohibit any criticism of the Jews, confusing those who
do with the evil Nazis of Adolph Hitler! Synagogues hire their
own members as "defacers" to secretly spray swastikas and
graffiti on their own temples, and then blame the Nazis in the
news media. Many synagogues hire paid killers who are told
that they are killing Nazis, whereas they are really merely killing
business competitors. Of all of the Mafias, the Jews have
perfected the art of telling lies yet being believed, so they are
the most "professional". Page A-9

Two examples of propaganda spread by the group are the
treatment of Adolph Hitler, who was bad but not as bad as his
reputation (see NZ9F.com/Hitler), and the medical propaganda
that circumcision, a form of castration which removes the male
foreskin of the penis, has some medical benefit. This only
deprives that male of ever having complete sexual satisfaction,
thus presumably interesting him in other things, such as hard
work. Non-Jews were as a result also castrated in this way,
because of this propaganda. The male foreskin is the equivalent
of the female clitoris, and imagine cutting that off when a baby is
only one week old.
The Jewish Mob often writes fake news stories in the media in
order to help the Mormon Mob or the Protestant Mason Mob
convict someone of something they didn't do. This is especially
useful in eliminating business competitors or political rivals. To
maintain hypnosis, they inseminate meat, dairy products, and
other foods. The Jews are in charge of making sure all food
produced contains human blood and semen.

The torch is the symbol of the Jewish Mafia, and you must pay
up or have your business (or home) torched. Extortion money is
referred to as "dues", but is actually a form of tithe, similar to the
extortion money received by the Mormon Church (Latter Day
Saints). The Jews do not really burn your business these days,
but they do have you convicted of crimes you did not commit,
and send you to prison, which eliminates you from business
competion. The Statue of Liberty is symbolic, indicating that you
must pay The Torch in order to maintain Your Liberty. See the
account of my struggle with the Jewish Mafia at NZ9F.com/Me.

Protestant Mason Mob controls the meat industry, primarily pork
and beef, (which causes cancer, premature aging, high blood
pressure, heart disease, obesity, auto-immune disorders, and
some forms of mental illness) and the automotive industry
(which causes traffic problems, chemical pollution, air pollution,
lack of excercise, and dependancy on foreign oil). This group
operates Facebook, Microsoft, and NBC broadcasting.
Having been a victim of this group myself for years, I gave
them their own page, NZ9F.com/Masons. Read about some
awful stuff done to me, many times, and how. (Package B)
The Protestant Mafia, the Freemasons or Masons, run by their
ruling council called the Knights Templar, are considered a
terrorist organization in Mexico. This is largely because Mexico
has been run for many years by the 12 Jewish ruling families of
the Jewish Mob, and the Masons are competition. They also
control broadcasters, but are most noted for their control of local
police departments. Their specialty is to regulate blood and
semen in the food supply and churches, determining who gets
to participate in being a Vampire, and they help find scapegoats
to become unjustly convicted of crimes. The only thing worse
than having your daughter raped and murdered is never finding
the perpetrator. The Masons fill our jails with innocent people,
so that victims have somebody to blame. They routinely
fabricate evidence to convict people. In the illustration, note that
the Mason Dollar has the words "Annuit Coeptis Novus Ordus
Secolorum", which means "The god Osiris, of the horned
snakes, approves of our New World Order (Reich)". The
Masons used not only blood and semen, but also the venom of
this serpent, the rohypnal snake, a viper, in the food of those
building the pyramids. The venom contains Rohypnal ("Roofies",
"Rufanol"), a powerful hypnotic used in sedation dentistry and
date rape.
The Masons also keep the data-base for the Do Not Employ
and the Do Not House lists. They also punish those who
disobey same. It is said that if you are an employer or landlord
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The Catholic Mafia, the
Knights of Columbus, and its ruling body the ILuminati (Opus
Dei), is the Italian Mafia on the reality side, not the Hollywood
stories of The Godfather or The Sopranos. They regulate the
hospitals, medical and law schools, some regulation of
broadcasting, huge emphasis on real estate development, and
businesses which benefit from increased overpopulation, such
as food wholesalers. Even if you are Jewish, these are the
gangsters who decide who gets into a law school or
medical school, plus decide what job you get, if any, once you
get out. It is the job of the Knights of Columbus to execute
people in hospitals, without getting caught. The easiest way is to
give you an overdose of insulin, which gives you a massive
heart attack, plus is dissipated and gone before any autopsy can
be done. President Eisenhower died that way, along with
countless others. The Catholic Mob runs the Dairy Mafia,
involved in illegal weapons, grenades, and money laundering,
since dairy farms are largely tax-exempt. Dairy products are
poisonous to humans, containing fat, lactose, carcinogens,
mucogens, and causing arthritis. Dairy farmers benefit from
increased demand from increased overpopulation, pushed by
the Catholic Church. Catholic Mafia is also involved in dope

smuggling and religious prostitution. I was a victim of this
Mafia twice, once via grade school and another time as an
adult. My grade school victimization is written about on the
Masons Page, NZ9F.com/Masons, and my religious
victimization as an adult is on Gesu Page, NZ9F.com/Gesu.

.
The Ancient Pagan Mafia, the Gnostic Brotherhood, does
not operate in the open, and websites saying that it does are
incorrect. This is the most secret of the Mafias, and regularly
has meetings with alien species. This article is written by one of
us. We specialize in controlling military personnel, establishing
alternative religions for those bored with traditional stuff,
mediating disputes between the other mafias, keeping reality
and real-time history without propaganda and lies (such as
this article), and preventing discrimination against people for
being old, poor, handicapped, gay or lesbian, similar. Far more
secret than any other organization, we forbid web
communications. (There are exceptions for Public Relations
people, called bishops, who know nothing about what is going
on.) This group has traditionally sent messages between the
frames of television signals, and using shortwave radio. For
years, and continuing from the Salem (Massachusetts) Witch
Trials to this day, we are often killed by Judeo-Christian lunatic
zealots. We like the "GB" confusion with Great Britain or even
Green Bay.
The GB uses its spiritual strength (love) to operate Alcoholics
Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous, and was also the power
behind the opening of the Native American Gambling Casinos,
to compete with the Las Vegas Mormon and Jewish Mobs.
Apologies to the Native American community that it took so long
to get you anything at all for my ancestors taking your land. My
family had Celtic tribal land in England that was lost to invading

Anglo and Saxon warriors, and we never got anything, being a
White tribe. We know how it feels, and we also sympathize with
Palestine for that same reason. Labor unions all belong to the
Gnostic Brotherhood.
GB does not kill people, but may make their life difficult. Military
and Prison chaplains are usually part of the Gnostic
Brotherhood, as well as shamans, medicine men, witch doctors,
witches, occult practitioners, fortune tellers, and gypsies. Add in
the Pagans, and this Bishop, too.
The most dangerous of the Mobs, because everyone is
undercover, posing as something else, due to thousands of
years of religious persecution where Pagans were actually killed
just for being Pagan. Most of us have jobs as nuclear engineers,
power plant operators, generals in militaries, satellite engineers,
and I am a radio and television engineer. GB has more control
over nuclear weapons than all the other Mafias combined. We
do not own them, just sit at the launch consoles, even in Russia.
Historically, our most important historian was Plenne The Elder,
an Ancient Greek of the Gnostic Brotherhood of Pagans, who
wrote the reality of what was going on when Greece fell. With
articles like this, I am the Plenne of the 21st century. John
Kitchin, NZ9F.
As far as I can see, this is the only Mafia that does not do
anything illegal, as far as I know. Look at my list of stuff, and see
if you can find unethical or immoral behavior. We do permit
multiple husbands and wives, permit orgies, dance naked with
both adults and children present, and sometimes get drunk as a
group. Polygamy is illegal, but none of the couples is "legally
married" in courthouse terms, just a functional relationship, so
that is legal, too. Along the lines of unethical, Alcoholics
Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous substitutes Spirituality
(Gnosis) for dope or booze, and may addict some people to
love.
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The
Mormon Mafia, Danites (who claim to be the lost 13th tribe of
Israel, "Dan"), the Planet Kolob Men Of Black, or MOB, fixes
juries, investigates UFO alien sightings for Navy Intelligence,
arranges bribes to government officials, extorts money from all
of the other mafias to promote political candidates, manipulates
the stock market, issues itself fraudulent bank loans, operates a
system of whorehouses on college campuses, has an
undercover secret police agency, and inseminates the entire salt
supply with semen. They help the Jewish Mob (Better Business
Bureau) to gather intelligence information on small businesses.
This group operates the casinos of Las Vegas, along with the
Jewish Mafia. The Mormons control all food distribution to
grocery stores. Many operatives run the broadcasting business
and operate police departments. They seek to control big
business, and operate Starbucks, most grocery chains, CocaCola, American Express-Discover, Enterprise Car Rental, most
buffets, US Bank, Blockbuster Video, Yahoo, Google, YouTube,
and ABC-Disney. If you work for them, they extort a percentage
of all the money you earn, plus tell you which products and
services you may buy. Offshoots of the Mormon Mob include
Jehovah's Witnesses, which promotes real estate scams via
suckering in bible believers, similar to what the Mormons also
do. One division of LDS (Latter Day Saints) sends out
missionaries to conduct intelligence sweeps in a community,
looking for elderly people to bilk out of their inheritances. They
also run much of the fund-raising and parish bulletin publication
for the Roman Catholic Church. They created the confusion
between Men Of Black (MOB) and Men In Black, a movie.
Page A-12
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The
Aryan Brotherhood, which includes the Neo-Nazis (National
Socialist White People's Party), The John Birch Society, The Ku
Klux Klan, and many motorcycle gangs, as well as a number of
heroin-sales street gangs, also has a mafia, with some
similarities to the original Nazis. No longer chasing Jews, this
group usually still hates Blacks, Mexicans, foreigners, gays and
lesbians, poor people, and others. Usually called White
Supremists, some organizations of this group are not that at all,
but merely the equivalent of a women's, Latino, or Black
organization, empowering their members. AB fights such causes
as having to be Black or Latino to get a job, and other
discrimination issues against White people because of being
White alone.

The Mexican Mafia, or "M", which includes
street gangs on both sides of the border, prison gangs on both
sides of the border, and political parties on both sides, started in
the 1950s as a way of obtaining a better life for ordinary
Mexicans. The 12 Jewish Ruling Families of Mexico, as an
adjunct of their political party the PRI (United States Republican
Party) started many companies in the U.S. that were laborintensive, hoping to find jobs for Mexicans to emigrate. The
largest, Pepsi-Cola, was to compete with Coca-Cola and had
the divisions of Frito-Lay snacks, Wonder Bread, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, Pizza Hut, Dolly Madison and Hostess snack cakes,
Red Lobster, Taco Bell, On The Border Mexican Grille,
Captain's Steak Joynt, Applebee's Restaurants, Olive Garden

Restaurants, Long John Silver Seafood Restaurants, A & W
Root Beer Drive-ins, and many more. (Big Boy and Shoney’s
are part of the Jewish Mafia, not Mexican.)
The legacy continues today with Denny's Restaurants, Subway,
and 7-11 (in shared cooperation with the Jewish Mafia). In
Mexico, the Mafia owns all the banks, ranches, shopping malls,
hotels, golf courses, tourism districts, newspaper, broadcasters,
and taxicab companies, over 99.999% of everything. A bigger
problem than the 89% that the Mafias own in the United States.
The Mexican Mafia fixes elections, arranges murders of police,
sells dope to children on school playgrounds, and way more. It
is a Mexican compilation of all our Mafias combined. The
Protestant Mafia, or Masons, are considered a terrorist
organization in Mexico because they compete with the Jewish
Mob that owns Mexico, and its ties to the M. Ties of both to
organized crime, drug trafficking, bribery, extortion, murder, rape
and child prostitution are everyday news stories.
In the United States, M controls the restaurant business in urban
areas, which is how our gangster vampires get their fix. Fast
food is Mexican-Kosher. They also control our prisons,
probation, parole, and prison guard unions. They have gang
watches of territorial street gangs that rule neighborhoods, and
a strong presence in the US military. Addiction to "mud"
(Mexican brown heroin) is required for all non-military members,
and they are paid in it. Since heroin addicts will kill their own
children for a bag of heroin, the gang addiction works. Failing to
get any, a heroin addict will commit suicide. Heroin addiction is
permanent. See NZ9F.com/Drugs.
Management of M companies is usually member-addicts only,
and those who make extra corporate profits can look forward to
more mud. Bad sales can result in getting your fix late, because
there were shipment problems. Don't you love your career in
restaurant management?
In certain ways, this is the most dangerous of the Mafias,
because the people can be very desperate, plus there is a poor

structure of organization and control. US efforts at
destabilization of the Mexican Mob has resulted in
disorganization, where now any local despot gang has authority
to kill anyone. Not so among the other mafias. My org does not
kill people at all, as there is no suffering in that for the person. If
they happen to be having a tough life, killing them does them a
favor! Death punishes their friends and family, and some of their
friends, missing them, may be friends of yours, too, so killing
them hurts your own people. The US causing disorganization in
this mob group causes chaos instead of control. Bad politics.
They are here, like it or not, and you can control them to use
them for your own good, or fight a losing battle to control them.
I call for the Masons and CIA to help bring this Mob under
organized control, via assisting Sedena, the Mexican CIA. The
M Mob has ties to the Jewish Mafia (Better Business Bureau)
because of who owns Mexico, plus it has ties to the Protestant
Mafia (Knights Templar and Masons) thru dope sales by their
political party, the PRI, or United States Republican Political
Party. The PAN (US Democratic Party) is also involved, but
lesser so, and fights between Democrats and Republicans
produces the drug wars.
Currently, M is trying to eliminate credit cards from Mexico by
getting magnetically-charged iron particles into credit card
readers. Cash is easier to steal. Credit cards are being erased
when you use them.
The Mexican Mafia is a member of OPEC, the petroleum cartel,
and owns Pemex, the Mexican oil conglomerate. They also own
Bachoco, the chicken and egg cartel, which has tripled egg
prices the past few years by killing or bankrupting US egg
farmers to eliminate price competition. They have also doubled
the price of chicken, either by taking over farms and inflating
prices, or by tearing them down to partner with Jehovah's
Witnesses and the Latter Day Saints, both in the Mormon Mob,
using the land in real estate scams. M also controls the leather
business, which is why shoes cost quadruple the US price in
Mexico. Page A-13

M owns poppy fields in Mexico, as well as fishing boats in La
Paz used to import dope. The Mexican fishing fleet, local police,
and even the Mexican Army are operated by M.

school, of course, helps. Anyone can put you in touch if they are
in the Controlling Class, such as police, broadcasters, etc.
College fraternaties and sororities help getting a social
placement in the Mob for members. Try to get mafia
assignments that are both moral and legal, if you can. Maybe
you can help find who is stealing money from one of their
businesses. Tell the whole truth to your handlers, without
embelishment or exaggeration. Report the news, don't be it.
Keep your opinions out of your intel report.

.
.
Shown are the
symbols for the Russian and Chinese Mafias. .

Find out which Controlling Class job you want, and negotiate
that BEFORE getting an education in same! Very important!
Once you have the education or training it is too late to
negotiate placement. Never do this backwards. It is your
duty to obtain permission from the Godfather to get
placement at a particular job, before obtaining any training
towards that job. (Unless you want your legs broken, but only
in a gangster movie.)
How does this
Employment?

.

cause

Homelessness

or

Lack

of

Gnosis and Homelessness: Gnosis has been used to hypnotize
and brainwash people into believing that it is alright to have
some people who are poor, even too poor to afford housing.
Public opinion, chat, the media, universities, and the pulpit are
promoters of the thought that homeless somehow are
responsible for their situation, or even that they want to be
homeless.

Your Mafia Connections
Since all Gnosis is by religion, and so are the Mafias, and no
religion allows new converts participation at the top level of
either, ask around among your friends and extended family what
connections they can let you in on. Your teachers, too, may be
Page A-14 able to get you a placement. Going to a religious

Usually, some semblance of mental illness, drug abuse,
alcoholism, or laziness is used as an excuse to blame society's
victims for the problem that society has caused. Sometimes the
economy is blamed, too, but there are homeless people even in
a good economy. Hard working homeless people with no mental
illness, no drug abuse, no alcoholism, and a good education.

If you are homeless or do not have a job it is because the
Mob Boss wants it that way, and NO other reason!
In the Internet Business, the Microsoft Windows concept of
"cookies" is gnostic, as computer cookies are memory
information left behind in the user's (computer) memory. The
word cookie is "galleta" in Spanish, which means either cookie
or cracker, including the crackers of Holy Communion. Browser
cookies DO interfere with loading, accumulate to cause crashes
and slowness, and can be used to sabotage computers.
Cookies are a part of the "1984 Big Brother" mentality of
computer science, where the mafias know everything, and
snoop into your sex life via a web-cam that is secretly hidden in
your bedroom cable box. Prevents all of that unlawful oral sex,
of course. Get caught, and you will lose your job for "unrelated"
reasons.
Heil Hitler? The Third Reich New World Order (Novus Ordus
Secolorum) has now enslaved everyone, and those attempting
to break their corporate chains will be secretly executed in a
hospital. Today, the mafias get copies of all e-mails, plus learn
who knows what about everyone, by what web pages they
visited. By clicking on this web page, you automatically sent a
warning that you are gnostic, and so you may never get a job
dealing with food the rest of your life.
From the San Diego Homeless News, Street Edition,
January 2014:
Eating human DNA (usually blood or semen secretly added
to food by nonprofit organizations and/or churches) results
in mental illness, reduced sex drive, difficulty focusing and
concentrating, sexual difficulties and dysfunction, lower selfesteem, memory problems, attention span problems, difficulties
with interpersonal relationships, laziness, trouble sleeping,
increased discomfort from smaller pains and/or itches, fewer
dreams and of lesser quality, motivational difficulties, emotional
distress, increased gullibility, unfounded trust, difficulties telling
lies from truth, addiction to religion or the bible, and often

causes other problems such as drug abuse, alcoholism, criminal
behavior, or suicide. It also makes people easy to control,
hypnotize, socialize, and brainwash. That is why the
Nonprofit Organizations all use it, without exception, in the
free food given to the poor and homeless (based upon
current research). Unfortunately, it causes those problems
listed. All food you buy contains DNA (human blood and/or
semen) added to it already, but it is a very small amount. Some
of the local organizations add way too much, causing way many
problems as a result. How do we expect people to "get
better" and "get a life" when we are sabotaging their lives
thru their food?
Companion article to the one above, How do we know Israel
was involved in Sept. 11?
Surveilance video from the Twin Towers exists going back over
15 years. It was not destroyed in the blasts, because it is stored
at a video surveilance company nearby. It arrives by cable.
Videos show the faces of thousands of people coming and
going, many of them every day. About 150 prominent Jewish
businesspeople were there every weekday for 15 years, shown
on the videos, entering and leaving at specific times each day.
On September 11, 2001, not one of these 150 Jewish
businesspeople entered the building. Does this prove Israel
knew? It does prove that somebody knew, be that US
Intelligence, or the Cabal (Better Business Bureau, the Jewish
Mafia.)
There is also video of the second plane striking. We have no
video of the first hit, but camera crews covering the first plane
hitting were already there and we have good footage of the
second aircraft strike. Looking at the film, it is obvious that the
blast is caused by explosives, and not just an aircraft. Jet fuel
cannot cause that kind of a blast.
So, were a lot of explosives on board the plane, or did it hit
explosives in the building? Page A-15

From Media Page, www.NZ9F.com/M. This was published early October, 2011.
Israeli Involvement in September 11 is a topic of one or two
protesters at Occupy San Diego. There are also counterprotesters who say it is lunatic stupidity. Well, it is entirely
obvious that Israeli Intelligence knew all about it, and the
protesters will give you that proof, (excerpts above) so did Israel
tell the US about Sept. 11 in advance, or not? Either scenario
looks bad. Either Israel is a co-conspirator, or US Intelligence
was involved in intentionally sacrificing those people in order to
interest Americans in the George W. Bush War on Terror, the
war that erased all of our internet and telephone (and banking)
communications freedoms.

Americans do not wish to fight a war unless attacked,
unprovoked. Was Sept. 11 the same thing? The reason certain
people involved are held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, is to
prevent them from talking to the Underground Press about
Kismet (Israeli Intelligence) agents involved in Sept. 11. I
cannot say for sure if Israel had Arabic double-agents, secretly
working for Israel, planning and executing Sept. 11. I can say,
however, having gone to a Jewish university, that I did know of
many cases where synagogues hired people to deface or burn
their own temples, in order to then blame the Nazis in the news
media. I also knew several paid killers who worked for temples.

Pearl Harbor was known about in advance, since we had
cracked the Japanese radio codes. It was used as a sacrifice to
get our people interested in fighting World War Two. We

It has just been discovered (Oct. 2013) that BBC News, the
British Broadcasting Company, aired the news about the Sept.
11 mess 18 minutes before it actually happened.
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End of Gnosis Section. Package A also has ABA and
Organize, which follow.

ABA, American Bar Association
The Bar Association is not a league of tavern owners, but a secret
club of Barristers, the British word for a Senior Attorney, the kind that
handle appeals. One of its divisions, the American Bar
Association, was formed to further the interests of the Bar
or Mafia, also known as the Swiss Nazi Knights Templar of the
World Central Banking System. More about the Mafia is found
at NZ9F.com/Gnosis, and if you do not understand that, then
there is no way for you to understand this. You must read
and understand that page, first.
The Knights Templar (the Godfathers) run all law schools,
medical schools, and universities, own all banks, all major
publishing companies and newspapers, and all broadcasters.
They control all militaries. Their big money makers are Real
Estate and Banking, along with Food Production and Energy.
Entertainment and News is a fourth money maker. The Knights
Templar administers the Controlling Class of Society, also
known as Professionals. All Professionals must follow orders
from the Mafia. Some of the ranks they assign are:
KNIGHT / GODFATHER: Highest-ranking Military, Press,
Banking, Universities, Real Estate, Police, Clergy, and Energy
(gasoline, natural gas, electricity).
SOLDIERS (Squires, Esquires) OF THE BAR: These are
Attorneys and Judges, Top Ministers, Top Government and
Police, Chief Editors, Top Professors, and similar, who have
sworn allegiance to the Bar.
THE PRESBERY / CLERGY / GNOSTICS: These are
members of the Controlling Class, also known as
Professionals, sworn to socialize (brainwash and mind control)
society, keep everyone interested in God and holy texts (and
even professional sports) instead of reality or politics.
Bartenders, Wholesale Food Administrators, Institutional Chefs,

and a whole lot of others belong to this class, the Clergy,
because they add the blood and semen (and other hypnotic
substances) to keep society controlled. Once again, if you
failed to read Gnosis Page, NZ9F.com/Gnosis, then, of
course, you do not understand any of this. This is part of
how the Controlling Class administers love, hypnosis, and
control.
CHARISMATICS / LAY MINISTERS: Not ordained, and mostly
not even aware of any of this, these folks do not even know that
there is no God, heaven, hell, Satan, or any Life Hereafter, but
they have been SO hypnotized and brainwashed that they want
to "help Jesus" and help the ministers. They do not know that
all religion is pure lies. They work for the love (grace) that the
Presbery and Gnostics give them, because it makes them feel
so good. These people are NOT Gnostic, which means that
they do NOT know about the blood and semen added to food to
hypnotize, brainwash, control and establish the "flow" of "love".
SHEEP / GENERAL PUBLIC / "NORMAL" PEOPLE: These
are those controlled and hypnotized. The military needs a lot of
intensely-brainwashed sheep because they have soldiers with
weapons, and must have them trained to obey. There is 3 times
the usual amount of control drugs, including Rohypnal, in all
military food. This causes soldiers to have massive psychiatric
problems for life (except officers, which are in the Lay Ministers
Class or higher, above) making most military un-employable
once they are done serving in the military, if the experience was
traumatic enough. Soldiers eventually learn that everything they
were taught about God and Country was a huge lie, and then
they kill themselves. Death is really not supposed to be a
normal part of military service! Dynasties like the United
States could not operate without people stupid enough to
be soldiers.
Lawyers and the Bar Association: Understand that there are
no lawyers for a court to appoint for you, nor for you to hire to
represent you, and they are a conflict of interest, because they
Page A-17 are Officers of the Court, sworn to represent the

Swiss Nazi Knights Templar, the Mafia (Bilderberg Group) and
its Bar Association, and their interests and secrets. So, do not
accept any "public defender" or "counsel", as no true lawyer
exists in their "Bar Association", as they have been prohibited
from exercising law and are only enforcing policies (legal
interpretations) instead. Honest lawyers lose their Bar
Licenses almost immediately. The "Legal" system of the
United States was established by the "Crown Temple" of the
Mafia, the Nazis, at the world banking temple of the Pharaohs,
in London, the Knights Templar Temple, also known as the
Crown Temple or Crown Templar, and is located between Fleet
Street and Victoria Embankment. Descended from the Pharaohs
of Ancient Egypt, the Temple of Money eventually descended to
the Emperors of the Roman Empire, and in the Year 0 C.E. was
transferred to London because of the Roman Army being
defeated by the British Pagan Queen at London Bridge,
Londinium. The Crown Temple controls the Global "Legal"
system and its banks, including those in the United States and
Canada, because all Bar Associations are originally franchises
of the International Bar Association at the Inns of Court at
Crown Temple based at Chancery Lane in London. All Bar
Attorneys throughout the world pledge a solemn oath to the
Temple, even though some may not be aware that this is what
they are doing, because they are only given an Inferior
understanding of Law, enough to keep them brainwashed into
the Temple's agenda. The Bar is not a Constitutional
establishment, but rather a British (and formerly Egyptian,
Greek, Roman, etc.) secret society, under the Knights Templar,
who today are controlled by the Rothschild and Rockefeller
banking families. (See illustration, end of sheets.) In
approximately 1943, as a result of World War Two looming, the
duties of the Temple were transferred to Geneva, Switzerland,
with the instructions that the Swiss must stay out of the war.
After World War Two, circa 1945, the duties of the Temple were
transferred to New York City and the Rockefeller Banking
Family, until about 1974. When the US lost the Vietnam War to
China, via its North Vietnam satellite, a new Epoch began, the
Epoch of China, EC. We are in the Year 40 EC at this time.
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An attorney is not a Knight (Godfather) but a Soldier or Squire
(Esquire) of the Knights. All attorneys work for the Knights, the
Mafia. All have sworn an oath to them, and not to you. This is
why all lawyers have a Conflict of Interests in representing
you. Whatever you say in the utmost secrecy to your lawyer
MUST be secretly told to the judge, who will tell the bailiff, who
will tell the jury and the press. Often a lawyer will lie about what
you have said, but they can be disbarred for their failure to give
the truth to the Secret Organization. Lawyers give blood
samples that are added to the food of the jury, to help hypnotize
them into believing whatever bullshit is being presented in
court. Bar Association "licensed" Attorneys must keep to their
oath, pledge and terms of allegiance, to the Crown Temple.
Kings or Queens are also subordinate to the Crown Temple,
and have been since King John in the 13th century, when royal
sovereignty was transferred to the Crown Temple, and through
that was transferred to the Roman Catholic Church (Jesuit Nazis
Division, the group known as the ILuminati, which owns all the
Catholic law schools and medical schools). The government of
the United States is not "for the people, by the people", merely a
subsidiary of the Crown Temple (World Bank, Swiss Nazi
Knights Templar, IMF, Bilderberg group, International Monetary
Fund) along with the U.S. Central bank known as the Federal
Reserve, because the "Global Banking System" is controlled by
the Crown Temple IMF (nowadays located in New York City) as
well as the "Legal" System. Bar Associations were
once awarded their franchises by the four Inns of Court at
Temple Bar, in which are the Inner Temple, Middle Temple,
Lincoln's Inn and Gray's Inn and they are nothing less than
exclusive secret societies without charters or statutes, thus
making them a Law unto themselves.
The Middle Temple was originally the one that controls the
"Legal System" for the United States, as where the Crown
Temple owned America through the deception of those who
have sworn their allegiance by oath to the Middle Templar Bar.
Your name on a land title indicates that you have "borrowed"
that land from them, temporarily, under British Law. British
Common Law is still the law governing many things in the

United States because back in 1776 there was no time to pass
thousands upon thousands of laws for this new nation. When
the United British Colonies of America became the United
States, they accepted all British laws except those changed by
the Constitution. If you are looking for the laws controlling how
much blood and semen goes into food, that is in the Law of
Commons of Great Britain. It is law to this day in the US.
Seven Middle Inn Templar's who had pledged an oath of
allegiance to the Nazi Crown Temple (including Alexander
Hamilton) were among the members of the Constitutional
Convention who signed the Constitution, to which you
were never told that copies of the American Constitution and the
Declaration of Independence hang on the wall of the library of
the Middle Temple in London because they were the force
behind both of them. They love in American schools to throw
1776 up as its Independence Day, while knowing it is the year
that the Crown Colonies became legal Crown States, because
the Declaration of Independence was a legal, not lawful,
document. They never tell you that it was signed on both sides
by representatives of the Crown Temple, and that legally it
announced the status quo of the Crown Colonies to that of the
new legal name called "States", as direct possessive estates of
the Crown. This was true until World War Two, when Britain
needed help or it would have been defeated by the German
Nazis. (World War Two was fought between the German Nazis
and the Jewish Nazis.) The US demanded an end to British
colonization of Pacific Islands, the return of many of same to
their original peoples, and the complete and real independence
of the United States as a sovereign nation. Granted by Britain,
as else is to have everyone speaking German today.
So now you know the United States is controlled by the Knights
Templar "Crown", who are controlled by the Roman Pope, who
himself is controlled by the Nazi Jesuit ILuminati (who own all of
the Catholic law schools and medical schools) better known as
the Banking Families of the Bilderberg Group. If you really
wanted to get technical with it, you would discover that the
Crown which was passed from the Monarch to the Knights

Templar, who govern Britain on behalf of the Roman Catholic
Church, the Knights Templar's who control the United States,
and that would be the Mother Whore known as the Roman
Catholic Church. She is the Mother of All Harlots, and the
harlots would be all religions upon the face of the earth, they all
are authorized to exist by her, because they come from her.
(Editor's Note: I left all the biblical insanity-language in,
because it was so flowery, but only lunatics believe in God,
heaven, hell, Satan, or the bible. You know that, because you
are intelligent enough to have found articles like this.)
So now you know why lawyers are so crooked, and the legal
system is so corrupt, because its not Just Us that is established,
but rather Just This (Justice). The American Bar Association
was officially founded by the Rothschild (Rockefeller) banking
family in 1879, in Indiana. Lawyers have a stake in writing
bad laws, because good laws don't make them much
money, and because good laws tend to be obeyed, whereas
bad laws are not. Did you know that the very first law passed
by the Indiana legislature, after its takeover by the Bar
Association, was to prohibit private citizens (laymen) from
practicing law? This was an unconstitutional ruling designed to
create a monopoly over the interpretation of law and the manner
of its practice. This continues in many states to this day. In
California, for example, you must be a Bar Association Mafia
Gangster to file a summons or initiate a lawsuit, no matter how
well you know the law.
These lawyers under the Bar Association whether they know it
or not, are in the business of taking away Constitutional Rights
from sovereign citizens and giving their power to a banking
family. The Bar Association is also charged with generating laws
and codes which serve Rothschild and Rockefeller interests,
which include a number of large corporations and whole
industries, in which the Rothschilds and their associate bankers
have invested, in which these include drug companies, oil
companies, insurance companies, educational institutions,
religion, medical industry, auto and munitions manufacturers,
Page A-19 real estate, housing, and the mass media. The

Mafia makes most of its money on Real Estate, especially
housing and loans, plus energy and food production. All of
these boom when there is more and more population, which is
why they hate suicide, abortion, murder, and even homosexual
couples (gays do not biologically produce children.) Less
profitable, but important to keeping everyone controlled, is the
Entertainment and News industry. The Criminal Justice
System is used to convict those who oppose the Mafia of crimes
they did not commit, and broadcasting companies lie to make
those people look guilty. Over 80% of everyone in US jails and
prisons never committed any crime.
The Bar Association Lawyers have taken every measure to
obfuscate the law, by creating a whole new language, which
although it sounds like English, the definitions of words may
differ tremendously. They have created non-laws outside the
scope of the Constitution, and often enforced with more vigor
and stiffer penalties than legitimate law. They have even
conspired to change laws by changing existing legal definitions,
without legislation. For this reason, old editions of Black’s Law
Dictionary from prior to 1930, have become extremely valuable,
and because the Bar Association has established a total
monopoly over the interpretation and manner of practice of law,
they can, as an organization, commit any crimes, perpetuate
any scams, upon the American public with total impunity.
So understand that when a court "forces" a "lawyer" (or Public
Defender) upon you, as your counsel of "choice", against your
will, you must object, because failure to "Object", waives your
Objection. So you must "Protest", because failure to protest
waives your Protest. You must make an inquiry of the potential
"Lawyer", "ask him if he or she is aware that for every Law or
Code Title and section number, there must be a "Remedy"
provided by the Legislature? If he says "No", disqualify him as
"unqualified and incompetent" because he does not know the
Law or Code "Remedies", by his own admission. If he says
"Yes", ask him "Will you tell me what the "Remedy" is, so that I
will not be found "Guilty" of this charge? Please know that he
will not definitely say "Yes", because he would be "Disbarred" if

he did. But give him about 60 seconds to bumble about, and
then say to the Court, "This man is clearly unqualified to
represent me Your Honor, I reject him as incompetent,
ineffective, and insufficient Counsel". After they have gone
through a few "Lawyers" this way, the judge will usually become
frustrated, because he realized they can NOT find a "Lawyer"
that will be "effective Counsel", and that you will not be tricked
into "acceptance" of any "Court Appointed" Officer, due to
"ineffective assistance of Counsel", and they usually drop the
charges. (What they really do is just send you to prison,
claiming you molested children, or some other false charge.
Hollywood actors are used to do this, much like the women
hired to say that San Diego Mayor Bob Filner "molested" them.
Very common.)
They may "give" you time to find an attorney, to which you
return and say: I have tried and tried, yet every attorney I have
spoken to has a "Conflict of Interest" because he has sworn an
"Oath" to support my (Bar Association Interest) 'Adversary',
furthermore I was unable to find one who was not an "Esquire"
and apparently the attorneys I attempted to interview are
unregistered foreign agents wherefore, I fear for the danger of
being charged criminally for acting in collusion with unregistered
foreign agents since there is no way to know how many laws
they might break.
You might be wondering what is this "Esquire", well understand
that even before the founding of the American Bar Association,
lawyers were granted a title of nobility, which was called
"Esquire", by the Rothschild family. This was so scandalous in
the early 1800's, that an amendment was ratified to make it a
felony for anyone in government to hold a title of nobility. So
efforts were immediately made, to bury the new amendment and
destroy all traces and records of it from the law books and
history books. Since evidence has now reached the surface in
this to this amendment, lawyers all over continue to deny its
existence, for the sole reason that it threatens to expose every
single lawyer in the United States, as a traitor to the United
Page A-20 States. As you have seen so far in this lesson, every

lawyer bears a title of nobility, and they are a party to imposing
foreign jurisdiction in almost every courtroom in the country,
making the United States Constitution unavailable, and the
people's Constitutional Rights inaccessible to them as
Americans, which this is treason against the people and
Constitution of the United States.
As was said earlier, the judge will "give" you time to find an
attorney, so in your "search" for an attorney, be sure to ask him
or her the following questions below to help you determine their
incompetency. If you take these questions and write them up in
a word file on your computer and print them off and have them
fill them out, then you have a paper trail to utilize if they don't,
you have a refusal to do so, and that is still a documented
course of events that you can utilize as proof of your position
that can be necessary to the courts to prove further the
attorney's incompetence. Administer this in writing and keep
copies for the Court!
Questions: 1. Do you carry malpractice insurance? If so, may I
have a copy of your policy or the name of the carriers and the
policy number?
2. How much experience have you had defending a case
involving (this subject matter) and how many such cases have
you won? References: names & phone #s. (Most lawyers will
say this is privileged information, but it is not, and is a matter of
Public Record.)
3. For "appointed counsel", Exactly what are your fiduciary
duties to me as a third party recipient of your services? Do you
actually have a Vested Interest in losing my case, or in having
the results of the court trial go the way that the Mafia and their
Bar Association want?
4. Is it true that lawyers, judges, and other members of the Bar
influence both the General Public and the Jury by placing their
blood and/or semen into the public food supply? Is is not true

that this helps influence them that the proceedings are
legitimate, and not just a big pack of lies? (If truthfully answered
Yes and Yes, your lawyer can be Disbarred for revealing
secrets.)
5. Please answer in writing over your signature the following
questions:
a. What is your legal theory of defense? b. Where is the court
of original jurisdiction located? c. Who or what is the principal
party in interest? d. What is the body of law from which the rule
of law is to be drawn? Please include all Titles of the United
States Codes relative to or ancillary to the charges.
6. Do you or any member of your trade association have a
financial interest of any kind whatsoever in the proceedings
before the court? Please explain any potential conflict of interest
in writing over your signature?
7. Will you agree to represent me, and my best interests, in
opposition to the Bar and its interests, in violation of your Oath
to the Bar? Are you aware that the Bar, and its Knights Templar
of the ILuminati are considered a Secret Terrorist Organization
in many countries, including Mexico?
8. Are you aware that defense counsel appointed in a federal
criminal proceeding pursuant to federal statute cannot claim any
"official" immunity under federal law in a malpractice action
growing out of it?
Always ask these questions which will prove they are
incompetent, and always deny their appointed legal
counsel as aforementioned. Remember you have the right
to your own counsel, as noted in the Constitution of the
United States. Good luck finding one that is not secretly in
league with the MOB.
Page A-21 End of ABA Section. Continues with Organize.

Organize
Dr. John Kitchin, Ph.D., NZ9F
nz9f@hotmail.com
Poverty Resources & Education

"Conspiracy Theory" is either stupid or a cop,
undercover.
3. You must understand, be familiar with, and have a
working relationship with the police and their secret
organizations that control all of society.
4. You need a working familiarity with the Mental Health
System, how it is used to suppress dissent, and how it is
used to conceal the truth about the other planets and
alien species. Anyone who says that all this is crazy talk,
is either stupid or a cop. You must also know exactly
WHY all this is done this way.
5. See NZ9F.com/Corruption, NZ9F.com/MH,
NZ9F.com/Angels, NZ9F.com/Moroni,
NZ9F.com/Masons, NZ9F.com/Gesu, NZ9F.com/Drugs,
and NZ9F.com/Suicide. (Packages A and B.)

(This is what happens when you make progress against the terrorists
who run our government.)

How To Run a Protest Group:
Presented by Milwaukee Free University, and the notorious
Prof. John Schlitz Kitchin. Okay, infamous? See also
NZ9F.com/Corruption, in Package B.
Introduction: These are the absolute essentials for running
any dissident group (the police already know this):
1. You must understand how government works, in reality,
and not the Wikipedia version. NZ9F.com/Gnosis.
(previous section) and NZ9F.com/Me. (In Package B.)
2. You must understand how hypnosis, socialization,
religion, brainwashing, social media, television and radio,
other media, sports, the secret organizations, and even
food are used to control people. Anyone using the words

Shown is the god Osiris, the
Coptic (Coeptis) Horned Viper, the "god" of the phrase "In god
we trust." Its venom contains a drug later isolated and currently
sold as Rohypnal, a hypnotic. This snake helped the Ancient
Egyptians build their pyramids, by keeping both slaves and
workers hypnotized. Annuit Coeptis Novus Ordus Secolorum,
on the dollar bill, means "Our Coeptis (Coptic in English) godsnake approves of our New World Order (secret society)."
John Kitchin, Professor of Applied Psychology, Milwaukee
Free University www.NZ9F.com/MFU (Facebook John
Kitchin 1, anyone may post whether friends or not, and all
automatically friended.) Page A-22

The above articles are a good introduction to the field of Applied
Psychology, which is neither Clinical (Mental Health) nor
Experimental Psychology. Applied Psychology helps your
sports team win, helps your political candidate win, helps your
cause get good press, helps your organization get government
funding, helps the general public learn the truth, changes the
opinions of society, and similar issues. It can also be used to
change behaviors regarding racism, sexism, smoking, drug
abuse, and even nudity. It uses what is already known about
psychology and psychiatry to make a difference in the real
world. Obviously, this is at the heart of any social change.

Methods of Social Control
While eucharistics and hypnosis (as well as broadcasting) are
the most common methods of Social Control, Facebook is a
new electronic method. By what you Like and the Comments
you make, the Rulers decide whether you get the job, or any job
at all, or can become licensed as a professional. Ditto for
apartment rental and home loan applications. There are
computer screening programs that rate your "complacency" or
willingness to put up with a lot of shit.
Scoring can be done by computer, so when the Mormon
Godfather gets your housing or job application, you may get
preference or veto. Facebook also influences by which
comments get published and shown versus which ones go into
the "View All 49 Comments". The Facebook administrators
have programs that help "channel" people into certain sorts of
thinking, leading to complacency, home ownership, escape via
entertainment, families, traditional marriage, lots of children,
believing the media, hard work for very little money, shutting up,
failure to think, and even un-welcoming protests. Very efficient.
Society's rulers make trillions of dollars on this process, mostly
in the form of outrageous rent prices and food prices. Add
transportation, medical care, and much more for the total
picture, not to mention Hollywood. A fair price for rent is the $65

a month that many pay for their apartments in Tijuana. A doctor
in Cuba gets $2 an hour. An ex-girlfriend of mine, a doctor in
Tijuana, got paid $3.50 per hour. Welcome to reality, without
the Mafia controlling prices, the way real estate mobsters do in
the United States.
Facebook uses shills (confederates) like Las Vegas does, to
tout slick super-conservative bullshit such as this nation being
broke, and lots of buzz-phrases. Al Gore was a "waffler", said
one man. I asked if that meant he was a chef that cooks
breakfast. He did not know what the word meant, but it was a
bad thing, whatever that is. Cannot vote for any wafflers out
there. The shills try go get you involved in silly on-line games,
Hollywood, television, anything that escapes reality and helps to
bury your head in the sand. Stop thinking, dammit! That is
complacency, and we all need to escape at times, but it's like a
drug, and addictive. Facebook will have you addicted, and living
in its nether-world of Friending, Liking, and did you catch the
latest on TV? When is your birthday? We want to send you
free movies as a present to brainwash the shit out of you, and
help addict you to Hollywood crap.
Facebook also censors comments it does not like, and shows
different screens to different people who are on the same page.
If I make the comment that "Television is for idiots", it will not
appear on anyone else's log-on to a particular page, only mine.
So, if I go to that page, I see my comment there. But if you go
there, it is not there. Individualized censorship, to avoid
detection. Each person gets a unique mix of shit, tailored to
what stage of the Social Control process they are currently at!
So, to properly use Facebook, you need to "be" 8 or 10 different
individuals, plus never use the same computer for your different
identities. You can then use your "other people" to check out
your comments and censorship. You can even Like things that
you have written, using other identities to do so, and this is
extremely common. The whole "Like" thing is a scam, and each
of my Facebook identities gets a different number of Likes for
Page A-23 threads, on each page. So, if I am John Kitchin,

your comment got 42 Likes, but if I am William McGregor, it got
1887 Likes. This form of Social Control is called "Me Too" and it
is the way elections work, when somebody gets 3% of the vote,
yet the news media says they got 94%. Everybody wants to be
somewhat normal or average, plus, well, if billions and billions of
people feel that way, then maybe they know something that I
don't. This has been used for thousands of years.
About one-third of what I write on Facebook is censored
off, so I have my own blog at www.NZ9F.com/Home/Blog.

Big Brother and the Cell Phone Police
Cell phones are used to locate people, and keep track of them.
Every word and message sent is permanently stored, to be used
if and when an investigation may be warranted. Your location is
transmitted, and goes into a police data-base. I once hid in the
mountains of East County due to being homeless, and often
police would arrive, and stand in the exact remote location
where I placed a cellular call, using scanning equipment. I was
watching from another nearby mountain. The same has
happened in rural Mexico. Your cell phone when turned off still
transmits your location every 15 seconds, and if you take out the
battery, it still records exactly when and where you were,
transmitting that information once you make your next call!
So, if a crime was committed at 2 AM on 15th and Maple, what
cell phones were there? Where are those people right now?
Aerial photos are also taken of the entire planet every five
seconds, and can be used to see who was where and when. In
clear weather (no clouds) the space imager can read a license
plate. Look up the information in the CIA data base.
Currently being actively hacked, in real-time.
Cameras also photograph license plates on all highways and
connecting roads, to pinpoint perpetrators of crimes when
nobody has a cell phone. That, and the space imaging, is a big

part of police work. George Orwell (the book "1984") would be
proud.

Acceptable Forms of Protest:
Trying to avoid negative attention and thereby the hatred of the
public involves not pissing them off. Otherwise you harm your
group and its message, which is just what the police want. They
also want confusion, and will use the news media to lie about
you.
Overpasses of the freeway are okay, but neither distract drivers
causing a crash, nor send any complex message. A 3-word
(maximum) banner on the freeway fence, obscuring the view of
any protesters, is acceptable. Make sure all humans are
hidden! Visible protesters will distract drivers, which will piss off
a lot of people, sort of like encouraging folks to text while
driving. Sign spinners are illegal in El Cajon because of the car
crashes they cause.
Consider a deck of playing cards with the corporate perpetrators
and their crimes on them, just like our military uses to publicize
offenders. Make a nice profit on the cards for expenses.
Picketing works good, and is an accepted form of protest.
People who must use a business feel bad about crossing a
picket line. To be effective it must be continued for months,
however. Flyers and leaflets work, if you hang out a long time in
one place to distribute them, like Jehovah's Witnesses Real
Estate Company.
Facebook works a little bit, but gives the cops a list of
sympathizers to target for loss of housing and employment.
Often the medical profession is used to target those who enter
hospitals, since the medical schools are run by the Mafia, and
you need to make a deal to get into one. Risky. Facebook
Page A-24 requires receivers of your messages to be identified.

Websites can be used to send your message (the WWW kind,
not Facebook) but data is collected by the Military Police, similar
to FB data collection, unless a Phishing Filter is used. Log on
using Microsoft Internet Explorer, and activate the Phishing
Filter to conceal your identity. Police can still identify you, but it
theoretically takes a court order. Police never obey the laws,
however.
The use of internet cafes in Tijuana allows you to use a different
computer every hour at 80 cents per hour. You can form a new
email box each day, for use that day only. This ties the cops in
knots. They have to trace from the receiving end, so get a
bunch of new email boxes for those you will be sending to.
Keep your message vague, using "our favorite beach" instead of
its name, for example. Since individual computers identify
themselves, they need to use a City (not County) library
computer. County computers identify via library card number.
Sending your social change message from a church pulpit is
effective at changing the behavior of females. So is the "Oprah
Winfrey" talk show format, used a lot on TV. Neither of these
works to change the behavior nor opinion of males, however. At
least some of your change messages will be agreed with by
clergy and churches. Ecology? World Hunger? Poverty?
These are acceptable messages that most churches will allow a
sermon on. Good way to change women.
Changing male behavior usually involves peer pressure. Not
the same as female peer pressure where one woman says
"Babies!" and the next one says "Euuuh! Poopy diapers!", a
reference to preventing overpopulation. In a male, this would go
more like, "Babies!" the next person saying, "Ugh! Diapers
smell like rat shit!". Also an anti-overpopulation message.
Excess population causes ALL problems in society. See
Abortion Page, www.NZ9F.com/Abortion for how. Only the
luckiest children get to become an abortion!
Have your group brainstorm as to protest ideas, then get rid of
the ones that the police inserted to throw you off-course. The

way this is done is to list all ideas in a public meeting, and then
dismiss the meeting without further discussion. Use the web to
come to conclusions, via email (NOT ON FB!). The antagonistic
suggestions get tossed before a new meeting is called.
Anyone who wants or suggests a vote is probably a police
operative. Encourage them to start their own group. They will
then try to divide your group over an issue. If all this happens
via internet, this does not happen. Likely, the cops will get very
angry that you identified and threw out their bad ideas. Usually
cops volunteer for the Internet Administrator positions, and also
keep trying to get their friend cops into such positions, by always
saying, "Joe needs more help....Let us add more new blood...",
etc. Do not accept new help at these key positions AT
ALL. Gnostic groups have a strict rule that you must be in
the group for twelve years before being in a key position
such as having the password to email.
Instead, what you do is to ask individual people to do things.
Never ask the whole group what should be done. Delegate,
give orders, do not accept tasks that are volunteered. Those
eager to volunteer may be a Trojan Horse.

More About Cops
Many operatives are Masons, Eagles, or even Kiwanis, although
these police organizations are undercover and secret. We
would technically call them "informants" as opposed to "cops",
the "redacted groups" in the secret alphabet soup of the
undercover Gnostic Groups that control all behavior in society.
They have been around about ten thousand years. Most are not
paid in cash, but in Spiritual Privileges, the privilege of having
their blood and/or semen in the public food supply. Some get
money, too. These are the very people who will become
alarmed and yell "Bullshit!" the moment anyone talks about
Spirituality, because it is the function of their group to keep all
Page A-25 that secret. They will insist that anyone who

discusses it is mentally ill, which they know is not true. They
stand out, however.
What I do is to begin each meeting with a discussion on
Spirituality and how much blood and semen is in all the food.
Whoever causes trouble with that is asked to leave. Secret
groups go one step further, by obtaining a blood or semen
sample at the beginning of the meeting, and giving it to
whoever works in the food processing business. If you do not
know about Gnosis, go start your own (unsuccessful)
group! Intelligent people, yes. Apes, no. To join the group
you must pass a test on Gnosis.

Quiz:
1.) The "redacted" or "MAFIA" groups are mostly: A.) Run by
religions. B.) Run by the press. C.) Run by the police. D.) They
do not exist. E.) Conspiracy Theory talk.
2.) What causes most mental illness and drug abuse? A.)
Inbreeding. B.) Genetic mutations. C.) Human blood and
semen secretly added to food. D.) Lifestyles and behavior.
E.) Environmental circumstances.
3.) Who runs the medical schools? A.) The Catholic
M.A.F.I.A. B.) The Jews. C.) The Knights of Columbus. D.)
The government. E.) A and C.
4.) People who belong to the (or a) MAFIA are called: A.)
Mafiosos. B.) Gangsters. C.) The Boys. D.) Businessmen.
E.) Professionals.
5.) The easiest way to join the MAFIA is to: A.) Become a dope
dealer. B.) Become a gun dealer. C.) Go to prison. D.) Join a
church. E.) Become a cop.

The answers will eventually be posted. For further information
on all this, you DID read Gnosis Page, right? It is at
www.NZ9F.com/Gnosis.
BONUS QUESTION (essay): What 4 intentional errors are on
Gnosis Page, linked in the previous paragraph? These are
there on-purpose to see who is paying attention. What are the
errors?
Prof. John Kitchin, NZ9F, Milwaukee Free University

The Problems with "Truth"
All apes have "beliefs", which are hypnotic suggestions similar
to dreams as to what is accepted as reality. Humans being
mere apes, and not intelligent life, causes beliefs to be the most
common method of societal control. Hypnosis, that is, feeding
your blood and semen to others in their food in order to control
them, is widely used for this, and has been around at least 10
thousand years.
The ET guys say that if you have any "beliefs" AT ALL, then you
are a Lower Life Form, LLF, like a dog, a frog, or an ape. Over
2 thousand planets have us LLF apes, including Earth, without
any intelligent life. Many have technology, but technology does
not count. Only 149 planets have Intelligent Life Forms, ILFs,
and on these planets, there is no poverty, no police, no jails, no
armies, no court systems, no theft, no crime, no lies, nor any
other ape-institutions. Nor are any needed. The ET guys help
get the ape societies like ours organized to someday become
Intelligent Life. They say that Earth has about a million years to
go. They realize that all civilizations, including their own, have
been thru this stage. Even nuclear war will not end civilization
on this planet, for if all humans were wiped out, more would be
brought in from other breeding colonies. Yes, Earth is a
breeding colony of humans. The ET guys are the "Eye in the
Sky" atop the pyramid that is on the reverse side of the Dollar
Bill. Page A-26

The Founding Fathers believed in the Pagan gods, one of which
is Osiris, the two-horned snake god, pictured on top of Page A22. They knew the truth. The US is descended from Rome, via
England. Rome still controls its government, press, and
organizations thru the Roman Mafia, just like thousands of years
ago. Some in your group will dispute this, maybe even
vehemently so, but that indicates either that they are undercover
operatives who are intelligent, or they are very stupid and
hypnotized. Do not go hard on them for not understanding the
basics. They were hypnotized, as you were at one time, too.
The truth will shock you way more than this little glimpse.

Real Truths:
1.) Life is a curse, not a blessing! The rich are luckier than
the poor, but those never born at all (such as abortions) are
luckier still. Hence, to have human slaves on other planets (and
here) there need to be breeding colonies which are hypnotized
to procreate. The most common human slave is a soldier,
requiring a huge amount of human blood and semen fed in their
chow. The military cooks usually do not even know that the
foods they are using to prepare meals contain these things. The
officers donate the DNA. The fewer gnostics, the easier control
becomes. Some societies, notably the Buddhists and Hindus,
do not keep any of this a secret. Talk to them about how
hypnosis is done, and the societal classes.
2.) Children are the most likely cause of a marriage falling
apart. Adding a baby guarantees trouble. Children require
love, understanding, time, patience, money, and much more.
Do not have them unless you can give each one ten million
dollars at birth. Otherwise you are part of the problem, and
have doomed another individual, your child, into hell here on
Earth. Society's ONLY problem is babies and too many of
them.
3.) Too many people, overpopulation, causes ALL
problems. Not enough jobs? No, too many people for the

number of good jobs that can be reasonably be created. Not
enough food? No, too many people for the amount of food that
can be reasonably and inexpensively grown. Not enough
housing? No, too many people for the amount of housing we
have and can reasonably build. Too much pollution? Yes, too
many people for the amount of shit and piss that the world can
erase easily by itself. Each person pollutes at least a little. The
Earth can process by itself about a millionth of what is forced
upon it nowadays, so we need one one-millionth our current
population to be sustainable. The UFO guys warned President
John F. Kennedy back in 1962 that our planet, at that time, was
too populated. They gave us the birth control pill, and space
and silicon technology.
4.) No one in the Mafia, which controls all of society,
believes in God or any life hereafter, especially ministers.
All professionals are in it, too, even bartenders. Positions are
assigned based upon family, social class, and willingness to
serve, and RESULT in your education and employment.
Welcome to reality! Never get any education without a job offer
first that is contingent upon that education! Talk to the
Godfather, or see one of his Guidance Counselors for
"connections". All professionals can connect you to the Mason
and Italian Mafia, or the Mormon MOB, which is similar.
5.) 90% of all hospital deaths are intentional murders. Want
to go to medical school? You will "whack" whomever we want
silenced, using your skill as a doctor to avoid detection and
prosecution. Okay, punk? Avoids having to send the "redacted"
henchmen into the streets with guns. Messy. Most of them use
long-range rifles with silencers, anyway, and they only get used
if immediate results are necessary.
So, do you encourage your children to get involved politically
and get "whacked", or do you tell them that "all those pinko-type
communist protesters molest babies and need to get nuked!"
You know that social change is necessary and right, but do you
sacrifice them? Will you tell them the truth, that they will be
Page A-27 denied jobs and housing, and "put to sleep" in a

hospital if they advocate social change? Tough challenge, and
parents vary. Stupid people wanted to carry on society,
because wise people never have children.
6.) Universities use government money to further the
official lies upon which our society is based. This is one of
the precepts that Milwaukee Free University was founded upon
in 1969, a protest by college professors in other universities
being forced to teach bullshit. It has been said that a B.S.
degree tells the truth about what it is, and a Ph.D. is just Piled
higher and Deeper. Much truth to that, in that universities
subject someone to the "official lies" and the accepted ways of
helping to "prove" them. The Scientific Method is flawed as we
use it today, because it does not account for the corruption
rampant in the university grant system. Want to prove this lie?
Here's a million-dollar grant. Similarly, those who prove what is
really true, but does not go along with the "official fake
knowledge" lose their jobs as professors, and lose their
university grant money. So, always look at funding sources
before you believe what somebody purports to be the
truth. Who benefits by this thing being believed as true?
You must also look at those things which were withheld from the
studies intentionally. The Dairy Society found that milk is the
most nutritious food. They also found it to be a mucogen and
carcinogenic. That last part got taken out of the study results.
Unless you have the inside information, all knowlege is useless.
So, talk to the dissidents. Anybody get fired recently for
disagreement? Any other studies that disagree? What do they
say? Who funded them? Talking to members of scientists in a
study who disagree with the rest is a good way of getting access
to the secret information withheld. The professors who disagree
with their peers can point out why, and that is "gold" (gold is
worthless, but we use the word to mean "valuable") because it
points out what the study funders do not want you to know.
Unfortunately, professors get fired for disagreeing, and severely
punished for sharing these secrets, so this sort of thing needs to
be hush-hush. Page A-28

Studies not dealing with humans are not so much of a problem.
How do you make a better lawn fertilizer? Okay, but let us
introduce the human element. Does the new lawn fertilizer
cause cancer? When you add the human element, we start to
distort information officially. Do cell phones cause cancer? Of
course they do, and we knew that many years ago and have
kept that a secret ever since. Your study shows the opposite?
Okay, here's five million dollars, and thank you for proving a lie.
Many things take years for the truth to come out. In the 1950s,
cigarettes were touted in television commercials for their health
benefits. "I'm George Goebel, and my lungs are so healthy
because I smoke 17 packs a day of Chesterfield Kings, the
cigarette for real men." George died of lung cancer. So did
Arthur Godfrey, the Kool cigarettes spokesperson, advocating
22 packs a day of "Kool refreshment!" Cell phones cause
cancer, developmental problems, and alteration of brainwave
patterns. If you have proof of that you will be found dead in the
river, probably a robbery victim. Everybody understand how this
works? You want proof? Well, I am not willling to die, okay?
Knowing what you are not supposed to know is the basis of
all truth.
When the government inspector arrives at the casino roulette
wheel and instructs a test-spin, stopping the ball on the number
8, the magnets had better work, or the casino pays a huge fine!
Are you getting more intelligent? If not, be an ape and grunt for
me a few times. They now call it gaming instead of gambling,
because it is rigged. If there is any of this you do not believe,
it is because you were hypnotized to believe something
else. As a result, most people wouldn't know the truth if it
bit them in the ass, which is what this article does. Don't
believe me? Practice grunting, ape.
7.) Humans were transported to Earth in order to colonize
it, and to be later harvested as slaves. Mormon and Jewish
secret scriptures say this, as do Catholic Church Roman
catacombs archives, which also contain extraterrestrial weapons
and communications devices. There are also paintings of
"angels" (see www.NZ9F.com/Angels.) We are a genetic mix

created in laboratory, part ape, part ILF (Intelligent Life Form).
This is why we lost most of our ape hair. ILFs do not have any
hair. We are a blend to serve on non-intelligent planets, usually
militarily, to help socialize them. 95% ape (58% Bonobo, 37%
Chimpanzee) we also contain 5% Atlantean Blue (military call
them "grays".) Since the ILFs have no military, no police, no
violence, no poverty, and no war, we fill in the gap as intelligent
enough to plot war, but not really intelligent. We serve only on
the 2,000 or so ape-like planets like ours, and are not welcome
on any of the 149 planets with Intelligent Life.
We were initially to become "Raptured" (electronically
hypnotized and rounded up) to become enslaved, but developed
nuclear weapons and can now bomb our own planet if that were
to happen. I wish to thank Yahweh Gabriel Moroni for this plan
to eliminate the permanent enslavement of all humans.
Okay, grunting session is over. What are YOU doing to oppose
the Mafia? They are what holds the inability to change society
in place.
8.) All intelligent people know all of the above and shut up
about it. Me? No, and for a reason why, see
www.NZ9F.com/Me, which provides an excellent explanation. If
people are treated sufficiently horrifically, as I have been, some
of us talk. Bad for Society, but good for those who learn.
Learn, or resume grunting. You, too, can become Intelligent
Life. So, am I? Not yet, but getting there. So are you, because
you are reading this.

May 6, 2013 - Update: Police Mode on E-mail
All emails are public. This is because email service providers
must have a "Police Mode", which allows access by the police to
everything about any specific mailbox. Where it says "Enter a
Passcode", the police just need to enter the police bypass code,
which will work for all email boxes. When they are done reading

and copying, the mailbox will reset as if they had never been
there.
Unfortunately, the police passcode for any given email system
leaks out, and many accounts get compromised. Certain police
leaked the passcode of G-mail, for example, to the M.A.F.I.A,
the M.O.B., and dozens of underground secret organizations.
For awhile, anything said privately on G-mail became public
almost instantly. So, it is not just the police who do this.
Remember that whatever you say in an email is automatically
public.
People Rise Up Radio presents some information for activists
on how to spot infiltrators and keep yourself safe.

How To Spot a Spy –
One way to neutralize potential activists is to get them into a
group that does all the wrong things. Why? 1) So the message
doesn’t get out 2) Time is wasted 3) To frustrate and
discourage activists 4) Simply nothing good or effective is
accomplished (spinning and spinning around, going nowhere).
FBI and Police Informers and Infiltrators will infest any group,
but they have also been known to establish phony activist
organizations themselves. Their primary purpose is to
prevent an effective movement for social, environmental or
economic justice from developing. Agents come in small,
medium or large and be of any ethnic background. They can be
male or female. The actual size of the group or movement
being infiltrated is irrelevant. It’s the idea behind a movement
and its potential for increasing in size and impact which attracts
spies and saboteurs. These are some tactics agents use to
slow things down, foul things up, destroy a movement and keep
tabs on activists. (Virus was inserted here by idiots on the web.)
One tactic is to destroy a group outright. This is usually done by
either encouraging the group to commit a crime, or to claim that
the group has committed a crime, and then convict members,
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innocent. Another tactic is to manipulate from within. For
example, an agent may tell an activist, "You’re dividing the
movement." Because, this invites guilty feelings. Guilt is an
especially potent control mechanism when relations have been
established through dedication to a cause. When an agent
criticizes an activist in such a manner, they are not only
questioning their dedication to the cause, but making the activist
feel responsible for any issues that threaten the cause.
An agent might tell an activist: "You’re a leader!" This is
designed to enhance the activist’s self-esteem and creates a
sense of shared perspective. Agents often benefit from
empowering any feelings of righteousness an activist may
develop from making altruistic contributions. "Malignant
pseudo-identification" is the process where an agent
consciously imitates certain behaviors or mannerisms to nurture
the activist’s identification with the agent, thus increasing the
activist’s vulnerability to exploitation. If an agent successfully
creates this sense of kinship with an activist, the activist
may be more likely to commit an illegal act in service to
their new found “friend”. Agents may also employ
tearfulness, sadness, longing, fear, remorse, and guilt, to induce
empathy, with the aim of manipulating the good-natured
activist. It may be difficult to differentiate such constructed
dramas from the real thing; however, it's possible for activists
to identify a fraud by employing two simple tactics.
First, remain cool and detached. Second observe. In the
face of such a cool response, an agent will often quickly
readjust. This will appear to be an abrupt about-face in context
to the emotional drama the agent had just played out. Knowing
the activist cannot be “emotionally hooked”, the agent will
usually move on to other activists in short order.
"Follow the leader" is another tactic an agent may employ. A
good agent will want to meet as often as possible. He or she will
talk a lot and say little. One can expect an onslaught of long,
unresolved discussions. Some agents take on a pushy,
arrogant, or defensive manner in discussions, both online

and in person. An agent employs these techniques in order to
disrupt the agenda, or side-track the discussion. And agent will
often interrupt a discussion repeatedly or feign ignorance causing others to constantly repeat themselves or waste time
explaining a very simple point others quickly understand. An
agent may also make an unfounded accusation against a
person. Calling someone a racist, for example. This tactic is
used to discredit a person in the eyes of other group members
and in turn, derails the discussion, while invalidating whatever
point was being made. (Same idiots, same virus, did nothing.)
Saboteurs - Some saboteurs pretend to be activists. She or he
will:
1. Make the issue too complex and boring to ignite taking
action.
2. Suggest demonstrations be held, which turns most
people off as to a cause, or that they be held in places
where people are against the issue, or no one cares
about the issue, or where it will not be seen by many
people.
3. Confuse issues. Blurring the lines between issues and
broadening the scope beyond reason. In the case of
Occupy America, police agents are trying to change its
nature from opposition to the Ruling Class (1%) and its
unfairness to instead being about anything else:
Environment, food, health, banking, etc.
4. Make the wrong demands, demands that are unrelated or
far reaching, unprincipled according to group, demands
ineffectual or serving no strategic purpose, making too
many demands in order to obscure the focus on the issue
and suggesting impossible or improbable demands which
may make the effort appear unreasonable.
5. Compromise the goal. Derail a vital tactic, discredit
movement, marginalize a goal by asserting it is
hypocritical within context of the group’s broader efforts,
break with the movement’s stated principles, or broker a
Page A-30 compromise on behalf of the movement which

falls well short of the groups stated goal and may limit the
group’s ability to take further action.
6. Have endless discussions that waste everyone’s time, by
turning the topic at hand into philosophical diatribes or
adding lengthy personal stories. The agent may engage
in endless discussions and accompany them with
drinking, pot smoking or make amusement to slow down
the group’s work. Complaints of needing social time
together and taking things too seriously, while complex
issues or plans are being discussed.

Provocateurs - 1) Try to establish "leaders" to set them up for a
fall in order to stop the movement. 2) Suggest doing foolish,
illegal things that will get the activists in trouble and make
the movement look bad in the eyes of the public. 3) Will
taunt the authorities above and beyond the context of the scene
on the ground and encouraging others to follow suit. 4) Attempt
to make the activists compromise their values, which they may
use against an activist at a later date, to discredit or invalidate
anything of value they contribute. 5) Instigate violence.
Provocateurs will attempt to escalate a situation by agitating to
the point of physical confrontation with other activists or
bystanders. Some will stage an act of vandalism from within
a crowd as a means to trigger violent responses from
others or the police, which is particularly effective when among
people who are ill-prepared to deal with such violence. Causing
violence to occur not only serves to smear the movement in the
press, but can also deter future participation by current
members and the public at large. Causing this type of chaos,
fear and confusion can also aid agents in concealing their
identity when fleeing the scene after their goal is accomplished.
Informants - 1) Want everyone to sign up, sign in and sign
everything. - record keeping, evidence and contact info for
tracing/tracking? Facebook, for example, where all your
followers must be identified just to log in. 2) Ask a lot of
questions for data gathering on individuals. Police compile this
information and keep it on hand at protests to identify activists

and make targeted arrests. 3) Want to know which events
activists are planning to attend, to further the shared perspective
facade, continue surveillance efforts and expand databases. 4)
Attempt to make the activist defensive in order to identify beliefs,
goals and level of commitment. Playing the "contrarian" or
questioning as if they don't understand or playing stupid, but
arguing nonetheless.
Recruiting - Legitimate activists do not subject people to hours
of persuasive dialog. Their actions, beliefs and goals speak for
themselves. Groups that DO recruit are missionaries, military,
and fake groups set up by agents. (Virus again, inserted here.)
Surveillance ALWAYS assume that you are under
surveillance (on the ground and online) -and that there are
infiltrators/agents amongst/within your group. At this point, if
you are NOT under surveillance and being infiltrated, then
agents are not doing their job and you are not a very effective
activist or group!
Scare Tactics - They use them. Such tactics include slander,
defamation, threats, getting close to disaffected or minimally
committed fellow activists to persuade them to turn against the
movement and give false testimony against their former
comrades. They will plant illegal substances on the activist and
set up an arrest; they will plant false information and set
up (hacked out), they will send incriminating communications in
the name of an activist; and more; they will do whatever society
will allow. - And NOT allow! Putting activists in a sticky legal
situation, can lead to cooperation with the police state and
this tactic is especially effective when an activists has
developed a sense of disconnection, typically heightened
by a bond with an agent. If an agent is compromised or
discovered (hacked out) he or she will be transferred or
replaced. Communications between trusted activist groups
across the country can be very useful for this reason.
*COINTELPRO, the Counter-Intelligence Program is still in
operation today under a different code name; although, it
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discovered through the freedom of information act. The FBI
counterintelligence program’s stated purpose is to expose,
disrupt, misdirect, discredit, and otherwise neutralize individuals
who the FBI categorizes as being opposed to “National
Interests”. As Noam Chomsky has correctly pointed out, “A
slight breach in orthodoxy is sufficient to terrify
authoritarian ideologues, who see in it the collapse of the
system of thought control, that has been so effective in
depoliticizing American Society.” This in no way covers all
the means agents use to sabotage the lives of sincere and
dedicated activists or movements. Many of these activities may
appear innocuous enough and that is true, as networking is a
vital part of activism. This isn’t a blueprint for paranoia, but
rather
tools
vigilance.
Train your brain, create a habit, make mental notes, remain
vigilant, small incidents may add up to patterns of behavior
over time. Speak with trusted comrades to see if they have
also noticed these types of behaviors. Trust your gut, never do
anything you’re not completely comfortable with. The best way
to create security is to build community!
Blocked Access: Whenever a website or Facebook site
displays Occupy Wall St. having successes, such as
successfully suing police for damages, that is blocked on
Facebook as "Abusive" and "Inappropriate". The same thing
happens when police abuses and misconduct are posted.
Entire websites are often shut down in the United States, with a
copy-cat
fake
website
in
thier
place,
too.
So
PoliceTerrorism.Org may be shut down, and you are referred to
Facebook.com/PoliceTerrorism, which gives you Hollywood info
and sports scores. You may not even know that you have been
had! Often other countries still have these sites working, so you
need to leave the US or get updated by somebody in another
nation as to what is on a blocked site. This is what is happening
when you click on one of my links and it does not go through.
Got any friends in another nation? I usually ride the bus or
trolley to the south side of San Diego, which is in Mexico

(Tijuana). All this is part of Social Thought Control, limiting your
access to only what the government wants you to know.
Destruct Cookies: Every photo, web link, and video on the
web now has embedded in it a Destruct Cookie, which is a part
of the composition of it and not part of the programming, and so
cannot be detected nor deleted as a virus, even though it
technically is. This required updates of browsers and new
Chrome, SilverLight, and other technology. If "secret"
information, such as a video of police raping and murdering a
bunch of children were to be spread via the internet, the
Destruct Cookie can be activated, and will destroy all copies of
it, worldwide, no matter where they are, including on a thumbdrive, PDF, or Word document. In the case of stored
documents, once the Destruct Command is given by the Internet
Police, any document called for disappears the moment it is
copied, accessed, browsed, transferred, or named. Once you
plug in your thumb-drive, it is immediately gone forever. This is
also true of all locations and persons that you have sent it to.
This prevents information from being spread, and even if it is,
can un-spread it. Only paper copies that have already been
printed are immune, and you can change the Destruct Cookie to
a different one if you print something out, and then run it thru a
scanner to obtain a new photo or document. The new one you
created can also be deleted the same way, but it is a different
delete command as a different document. All part of the new
wave of Police Terrorism.
The Sky-Eye: Depicted on the reverse side of the dollar bill, at
the top of the pyramid on the Great Seal of the United States,
the Eye in the Sky originally referred to the help of alien species
in being able to get the view from space of a battle situation, a
tremendous advantage. It still refers to "Magic", which is what
extraterrestrial technology has traditionally been called. You
could, for example, turn water into wine if you had presweetened Kool-Aid with alcohol powder, 2 thousand years
ago. Page A-32

Today there is a system of cameras on spy satellites that
photographs every square millimeter of the planet in both visible
and night-vision every 5 seconds, from 8 different camera
angles. The camera resolution is something like 10 to the 8trillion power pixels, which is a thousand billion zeros. It can
read the fine print on a newspaper from space, and is not
human technology. If you torch your neighbor's house, you will
be seen in the videos, along with your gas can, face, and
vehicle license plates. And, wherever you escaped to and/or
came from will also be shown. You can be followed, worldwide,
forever, so how do you hide? Since all of this is permanently
recorded, it is the archaeology of the future.

The Sky Eye of the ILuminati, as seen on the back of the dollar
bill, refers to being able to get an aerial view, from the UFO
spaceships, of things like battles. This was a great advantage,
and so was their tech. Nowadays, the Ronald Reagan Star
Wars tech, which is completely alien, qualifies. Our machinery
can also move objects from space, so we can push the
"Launch" button on a Soviet nuclear weapon, or push the "stop"
or "overload" button on a foreign nuclear reactor, or whatever.
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A diagram of the groups of the Nazi Knights Templar of the
Masons and American Bar Association of the World Bank
follows as a photo on the next page. It does not have a
page number.

